
 
 
 
 

Executive Summary 

Introduction 

The Holyoke Redevelopment Authority’s Urban Renewal Plan (URP), entitled 
“Connect. Construct. Create.: A Plan for the Revitalization of Center City Holyoke”, 
was prepared utilizing extensive community input to prepare a strategy to revitalize 
the heart of Holyoke. This URP builds upon the 2009 Center City Vision Plan, which 
encapsulated how the community would like to see the historic heart of the City 
redeveloped over the next 20 years and beyond. Key elements of the Vision Plan 
were prioritized by the community for inclusion in this URP.  This URP builds upon 
current initiatives, such as the Green High Performance Computing Center and 
passenger rail service coming to Holyoke, targets key property for redevelopment, 
and presents a sustainable approach for a fully integrated smart growth approach to 
urban revitalization.  

Project Background 

The City of Holyoke is in the midst of a number of public and private initiatives 
intended to redevelop many parts of the downtown area and surrounding 
neighborhoods. To initiate and coordinate a comprehensive revitalization effort in 
this area, the City of Holyoke established the Holyoke Redevelopment Authority 
(HRA) in February 2008.  Chartered under Chapter 121B, the HRA has the powers to 
plan and implement activities needed to redevelop underutilized, deteriorated or 
blighted areas, to encourage new development, promote growth, create tax revenue, 
and create new jobs in the City of Holyoke; 

 
“The Holyoke Redevelopment Authority’s mission is developing and 

implementing Urban Renewal Plan(s) thus eliminating blighted conditions 
that inhibit neighborhood reinvestment;  improving the quality of life in our 

neighborhoods; fostering and promoting business expansion and job creation, 
and maintaining and attracting development that will revitalize Holyoke’s 

economy and cultural growth while making our community more attractive, 
prosperous, and self-sufficient.” 

 
- Holyoke Redevelopment Authority Mission Statement (2008) 

 
Over the past three years, the HRA has worked towards developing an urban 
renewal plan as an implementation strategy for actions intended to improve the 
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project area and attract new investment, residents and jobs into the heart of the City. 
The HRA efforts are an outgrowth of many recent studies and recommendations 
beginning with the Holyoke Master Plan (1999),  the South Holyoke Revitalization 
Strategy (2008) as well as multiple master plan initiatives, including Arts and 
Industry Overlay District (effective February 2002), planning and construction of the 
Canal Walk (ongoing), Transit-Oriented Development District (ongoing), the 
Brownfields Program (ongoing), Library expansion (under construction), recently 
completed Holyoke Transportation Center, Senior Center (under construction) and 
potential Victory Theatre redevelopment project. 
 
Over the past couple of years the City of Holyoke has made significant strides 
towards preparing a strategy for revitalization of Center City through an extensive 
public participation process. In the spring of 2009, the City and HRA completed a 
community visioning process for the Center City of Holyoke. The process included 
three public planning charrettes and numerous stakeholder and one-on-one 
interviews. The Center City Vision Plan (dated August 2009 and included at 
Attachment A) serves as the basis of this URP. 

Project Area 

The “Project Area” includes the following neighborhoods that once comprised the 
urban core and industrial hub of the City: 
 South Holyoke; 
 The Flats; 
 Downtown/Prospect Heights; and  
 Churchill.  
 
Recently, these neighborhoods have been the focus of a comprehensive community 
planning process and have been collectively referred to as the Center City area.  
 
Historically, the Center City neighborhoods once comprised the urban core of the 
City, including a central business district along High, Maple and Main Streets, 
flourishing manufacturing sites along the three canals with employee housing 
developments, and neighborhood commercial/retail/institutional uses and services 
that supported the downtown residents. Significant disinvestment has occurred over 
the years as once flourishing industries went out of business or relocated, and the 
industrial and central business districts are now plagued by vacant and 
underutilized properties.  
 
The HRA designated the Project Area for revitalization under this URP because it has 
the most distressed economic conditions within the City of Holyoke. This is evident 
by the run-down conditions of many old mill properties and the many vacant and/or 
partially vacant lots and buildings throughout the Project Area (several of which 
have been vacant for at least the past 20 years). It was determined that no one area of 
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the Center City could be singled out for the development of an Urban Renewal Plan, 
but instead each neighborhood is connected to the successful revitalization of the 
Center City.  Instead there were 10 target areas selected to focus public activities that 
would spur private investment dispersed throughout the Center City.  

 
 Specifically, the area designated for revitalization under this URP (the “Project Area 
as shown below”) consists of approximately 749.24 acres (32.6 million square feet), 
including streets and water area, in and around the historic downtown and 
industrial canal/waterfront area. The URP Area is improved with nearly 21.7 million 
square feet of building area, including of which approximately 11.9 million square 
feet in is taxable commercial and industrial buildings and 5.9 million square feet in is 
taxable residential buildings, as well as 3.9 million square feet of tax-exempt 
properties.1 The Project Area has frontage on the Connecticut River and includes the 
downtown Canal District with a power-generating human-made canal system. The 
Project Area is generally bounded by the Connecticut River to the northeast, east and 
southeast, Interstate 391 (I-391) and Resnic Boulevard to the south/southwest, and 
Beech Street (Route 202) to the west. The Project Area includes the entire Center City 
area, which is comprised of census tracks 8114, 8115, 8116, and 8117. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


1  RKG Associates, Inc., Baseline Economic Conditions & Market Characteristics: The City Center Urban Renewal 

District, Holyoke, Massachusetts, October 2010. 
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Project Goals 

In order to provide guidance for the future development of downtown Holyoke and 
the subsequent URP, the Holyoke Redevelopment Authority (HRA) worked with 
City Staff to establish an overall goal and objectives to direct the recommendations 
contained in this URP. These goals and objectives evolved out of the public 
participation process and are aimed at proactively revitalizing the Project Area and 
implementing Smart Growth principles.  
 
The following URP goals also seek to advance the Commonwealth of Massachusetts’ 
10 Sustainable Development Principles, that emphasize “care for the built and 
natural environment by promoting sustainable development programs through 
integrated energy and environment, housing and economic development, 
transportation and other policies, programs, investments and regulations.” The 10 
Principles include: 
 
1. Concentrate Development and Mix Uses 
2. Advance Equity 
3. Make Efficient Decisions 
4. Protect Land and Ecosystems 
5. Use Natural Resources Wisely 
6. Expand Housing Opportunities 
7. Provide Transportation Choice 
8. Increase Job and Business Opportunities 
9. Promote Clean Energy 
10. Plan Regionally 
 
The overall goal for the Holyoke City Center Urban Revitalization plan is:  
 
To capitalize on the unique characteristics of Holyoke’s industrial heritage and green 
power generation, while embracing new opportunities for job growth, population 
growth, and place making through new capital investments. 
 
Through the community process and feedback received on the Vision Plan, a number 
of core principles were developed for the Center City and became the basis for this 
Urban Renewal Plan. These core principles were:  

 Revitalize the Center City; 

 Increase the density and types of development (more residents, more jobs); 

 Create an active Center City with a variety of 24/7 uses (events, retail, 
restaurants, family destinations, etc.); 

 Preserve Holyoke’s historic urban character and valuable architectural resources 
(blocks, streets, buildings); 
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 Increase housing choices with building styles that compliment the character 

within each urban neighborhood (multi-family, townhouse, duplex, etc.); 

 Improve downtown circulation with walkable, safe and pedestrian-friendly 
streets and open spaces; and 

 Promote local utilities, green technology and the innovative sectors as economic 
development initiatives (HG&E’s water power, renewable energy, creative jobs). 

 
The redevelopment recommendations proposed in the URP are based on the actions 
originally recommended in the Center City Vision Plan, then expanded upon during 
the public participation process for this URP.  
 
 Promote private investment and create new jobs 

• Retain critical business – such as retail, manufacturing, commercial 
• Attract new business –fill vacant buildings and parcels with new jobs 
• Support existing and key planned development projects – such as the 

Massachusetts Green High Performance Computing Center 
 

 Improve housing options 
• Provide more housing choices – market rate and affordable housing, 

rental and ownership 
• Improve housing stock – better quality, more choices, rehabilitate 

existing 
• Increase home ownership opportunities –a policy statement for Holyoke 

Redevelopment Authority supported actions 
 

 Rehabilitate or remove blighted properties 
• Address public safety concerns – such as deteriorating structures 
• Preserve valuable resources – rehabilitate/restore historic resources 
• Improve image – by addressing the most distressed property 

 
 Upgrade public infrastructure 

• Streetscape improvements and street paving 
• Subsurface power, water and sewer improvements 
• Bridge replacements 

 
 Create a sustainable community  

• Promote and enhance green energy – HG&E low cost renewable power 
• Promote transportation options – bicycle, pedestrian, rail, mass transit 
• Promote a mix of housing (rental through home ownership) and 

businesses (retail, manufacturing, office, health care, etc.) 
 

 Improve quality of life 
• Enhance open space network – rehabilitate parks, expand Canalwalk, 

and promote open spaces 
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• Enhance cultural offerings – Victory Theater, Senior Center,art events 
and promoting the City as a destination for creative economy industries 
 

 Increase the tax base in the Center City area 
• Redevelop underutilized and vacant property – increases property 

values 
• Add more density – residential and, commercial and industrial 

 
 Modify Regulations and Develop Programs to Support URP Actions 

• Modify Zoning Bylaw where needed to support URP program 
• Develop Design Guidelines for the Center City Area 
• Create incentive programs to assist private development, property 

owners and businesses who are proposing actions that support URP 
goals – such as programs that address hazardous materials and building 
improvements, amongst others. 

• Promote energy efficiency in buildings 

Project Actions 

The initiatives described above were carefully evaluated by the HRA with specific 
actions being identified in the URP to advance elements of these initiatives. These 
actions have been grouped by area to better describe them, their location and the 
synergy between the various actions.  

  

Area 1 – Dwight Street Gateway 

This area includes both sides of Dwight Street from Beech Street to Elm Street, which 
serves as a western gateway into the downtown area. There are a number of vacant 
lots and City-owned parcels along this section of Dwight Street. Streetscape 
enhancements were recently completed by the City through the use of CDBG-R 
funding.  This work included new sidewalks and the installation of sustainable plant 
beds located to the rear of the sidewalk when possible.  Recommendations include 
the acquisition of vacant lots, combining lots where necessary to create larger parcels, 
and then selling the lots to be redeveloped for mixed residential and retail use that is 
in the same scale and character as the abutting neighborhood, along with accessory 
uses. Streetscape improvements are also included.  If redevelopment is not imminent, 
the promotion of green spaces should be encouraged to minimize the blighted 
appearance.  In addition, a formal themed “gateway” through the use of art and 
visual elements should be created. 
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Area 2 – Veteran’s Park Area  

This area includes the old Diocese of Springfield property that a developer is 
planning to rehabilitate for residential use, Veterans Park and key vacant buildings 
in the area. The housing project will rehabilitate the vacant diocese buildings to 
include approximately 50 new residential units. Veterans Park will be upgraded. 
Streetscape improvements will be included as a part of the park rehabilitation as the 
core of this Area.  Improvements have been made previously along Maple Street as a 
part of the Transportation Center Project.. Vacant buildings will be acquired and 
many will be slated for rehabilitation for mixed-use opportunities. It is further 
recommended that any future use of this property should be consistent with the 
neighborhood and the preservation of the existing character and architecture should 
be strongly encouraged.  Efforts will be made to improve the public transit 
connectivity to the PVTA bus terminal to enhance its use. 
 

Area 3 – Cabot and Chestnut Area 

This area includes parcels around the Holyoke Public Library, former Lawrence 
School, and Senior Center. Actions in this area include supporting these projects with 
residential infill by partnerships, where possible, to include a variety of housing 
options and redevelopment in a manner consistent with existing and adjacent 
housing.  Also in the vacant Chestnut, Cabot, Elm and Hampshire Street block 
(former Our Lady of Perpetual Help Parish property) construction of a neighborhood 
school was expressed as a desire by members of the public. The School Department 
has expressed interest into expanding onto this site, but if such plans to not evolve, 
hen residential infill and complimentary uses will be supported for the vacant block. t

 
Existing buildings that are in a state of disrepair should be acquired and addressed to 
further minimize demise (e.g. repair roofs, as appropriate). In addition, the former 
Armory site is proposed for acquisition and redevelopment.  
 

Area 4 – High Street Area 

This area includes the area between High Street and Nick Cosmos Way/Heritage 
Street, and the Lyman Terrace complex.  Recommendations include working with the 
Holyoke Housing Authority as a partnership for the rehabilitation or redevelopment 
of the Lyman Terrace buildings. Public infrastructure actions include rehabilitation of 
the existing Dwight Street parking garage, reconstruction of the Suffolk Street 
parking deck, demolition of the old Police Station/parking deck and construction of 
a small parking lot with green space in its place, streetscape improvements, and the 
acquisition of vacant buildings in the area for rehabilitation and reuse. 
 
The HRA also will take actions to support the revitalization of the Victory Theater, 
the Holyoke House and Hadley Falls Trust building, which should be done in a 
manner which insures the preservation of the building’s historic characters and 
attributes and is complementary to adjacent properties. 
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Area 5 – Passenger Rail/Transit Oriented Development 
Area (TOD) 

This area includes the site of the proposed new passenger rail stop at the bottom of 
Dwight Street along with associated parking and multi-modal access. Other actions 
in the area include the HRA acquisition and redevelopment, as well as support for 
private redevelopment, of vacant buildings and lots, additional parking, streetscape 
improvements (Lyman and Main), extension of the Canalwalk along Race Street, and 
improved pedestrian connections to the Flats.  
 
Other actions that will require the HRA to team with other entities include: efforts 
concerning the rehabilitation and redevelopment of the old train station in a manner 
that embraces the historic character of the building; efforts to improve the 
connectivity to the PVTA bus system such that the rail and bus transit systems 
operate efficiently and in tandem; and development of retail (grocery), commercial, 
restaurant and additional parking in this area.  Arts inclusion and green spaces 
should be encouraged as part of any redevelopment efforts.  
 

Area 6 – High Performance Computing Center 

This area includes acquiring the underutilized buildings known as 130/216 Appleton 
Street and vacant parcel known as 191 Appleton Street surrounding the site of the 
Massachusetts Green High Performance Computing Center (MGHPCC) and 
marketing toward innovative high-tech businesses complimentary to the MGHPCC, 
market-rate housing for employees of those companies or live/work housing to 
support the nearby concentration of artists and  to promote more housing choices  ‐ 

market  rate  and  affordable  housing,  rental  and  ownership  ‐  as  indicated  in  the 

Executive Summary  (S‐5) and Projective Objectives  (Section 3‐3).   Also capitalizing 
on the investment of the MGHPCC, actions in the area include streetscape 
improvements (Appleton and Cabot), and the extension of the Canal Walk along 
Race Street and support for the private redevelopment of 200-218 Race Street, by 
acquiring and aggregating adjacent vacant parcels for parking and access to the 
building.  
 

Area 7 – Parsons Paper Redevelopment 

This area includes the 4-acre Parsons Paper site. Actions include acquisition of the 
site, site clean-up and hazardous material remediation, completing the demolition of 
the existing building and selling of the site for commercial and/or industrial reuse. 
Redevelopment plans should incorporate historic and cultural considerations as part 
of the overall redevelopment.   
 

Area 8 – South Holyoke 

This area includes the central portion of the South Holyoke neighborhood around the 
Morgan School. Recommended actions in the area build off of the recommendations 
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in the South Holyoke Revitalization Strategy prepared with neighborhood input in 
2008. Actions include 5 buildings and 18 land acquisitions resulting in 
redevelopment, new open space, new housing, roadway improvements and 
neighborhood retail.  Mixed use housing and affordable home ownership will be the 
priority for housing development.  In addition, efforts will be undertaken to improve 
overall pedestrian access and walkways to enhance neighborhood connectivity and 
use. In conjunction with pedestrian improvements, improved lighting throughout 
South Holyoke will be undertaken to improve visibility, improve safety conditions 
and deter crime.  The development of a police substation in South Holyoke is 
recommended to create a greater police presence and a safer atmosphere for both 
residents and visitors. 
 

Area 9 – Cabot Street Gateway 

This area includes both sides of Cabot Street between the Third Level Canal and 
South Bridge Street. Actions in this area are intended to form a public/private 
partnership between the HRA and private land owners to develop a retail core with 
grocery store to serve the South Holyoke and Flats areas. Linkages to the Flats would 
be improved through streetscape improvements including new sidewalks, lighting 
and street-trees and extension of the Canalwalk system along the Second and Third 
Level Canal in this area. 14 key parcel acquisitions and one right-of-way acquisition 
would allow larger parcels to be created to allow the HRA to work with private land 
and business owners to develop retail and grocery businesses to serve the larger 
project area. 
 
As with South Holyoke, pedestrian access and walkways should enhance 
neighborhood connectivity and use, and improved lighting throughout should be 
undertaken to improve visibility, improve safety conditions and deter crime and 
undesirable activity.  In addition, a significant “gateway” treatment is warranted 
along Cabot Street. 
 

Area 10 – Riverfront Area along Third Level Canal 

This area includes parcels along the Second & Third Level Canal and Connecticut 
River from the Route 116 Bridge past Cabot Street. Actions in this area are intended 
to stimulate the private redevelopment of many of the vacant buildings and parcels 
in this area. One acquisition and two demolitions are proposed for buildings in poor 
condition and with contamination issues. Primary reuse recommendations include 
light industrial, however, the HRA will support residential uses in the northern area 
close to Route 116 if possible.  
 
A new public parking facility is proposed to support private redevelopment on 
North Canal Street by Appleton Street. Other infrastructure improvements include 
streetscape improvements with the extension of the Canalwalk system along the 
Second & Third Level Canal, dedicated bike lanes, conversion of the private Water 
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Street to a public street, extension of water service improvement into the area, and 
rehabilitation of the old bridges that cross the canal. These actions are intended to 
support the redevelopment of many of the vacant lots and one existing industrial 
building in this area. 
 
At a minimum, industrial use regulations, including those limiting noise levels and 
hours of operation, must be fully enforced to protect the quality of life of abutters 
and area residents. 

Project Implementation 

This URP will have a duration of 20 years which will commence upon the date of 
approval by the Department of Housing and Community Development (DHCD). 
The plan will expire 20 years from the date of DHCD approval.  

In order to help prioritize actions, the redevelopment authority looked at the 
following criteria and these criteria were ranked 1-5, with 5 having a high potential 
to occur and 1 have a low potential to occur as a result of the URP  actions proposed 
for the project area.  The criteria they applied to each area included: 

 Opportunity to stimulate private investment  

 (creating / adding to an opportunity for private investment)             

 Job creation potential (consider number and types of jobs)    

 Urban Mobility (connections between neighborhoods as well as Mass Transit 

 Availability of Funding (funding potential as well as in-place funding) 

 Local Property Tax Generation    

  Blight Removal    

 Improving Curb Appeal  

 Marketing Opportunity (positioning City to attract investors)  

 Creation of Home Ownerships Opportunities and Good Affordable Housing    

 Opportunity for Partnerships      

 Crime prevention   

  “But For” public action, private investment may not occur. 
 
The HRA also considered how much their actions in each area would do the 
following when ranking the above items:  

increase density • increase workforce development to enhance skills • 
improve environmental conditions (air/ water quality, energy efficiency • 
contamination remediation) • preserve cultural/historic resources • create 
opportunity for innovation • cost 
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As a result of this prioritization exercise, and taking into consideration the amount of 
investment and effort already underway, the following areas are ranked within 3 
tiers of timeframes. 
 
The first tier of areas or “Short Term Expected Completion” received the highest 
ranking and are expected to have the most activity realized in the following 1 to 5 
years In addition, associated roadway work and park/Canalwalk/open space 
improvements will be included with the redevelopment actions for these areas. Other 
areas will be addressed as funding becomes available or when there is specific 
developer interest that would be facilitated by HRA action.  
 
The next tier of areas or “Mid Term Expected Completion” require a significant 
amount of lead time for the recommended actions. The importance of addressing the 
need in these areas was expressed by the HRA throughout development of the plan; 
however the areas require considerable amounts of action. Particular attention will 
be given to actions that require long lead times in order to be ready for 
implementation over what is expected to be 1 to 10 years.  
 
The final tier of areas or “Long Term Expected Completion” is projected to receive 
the majority of actions spread out along 20 years. The success of many of these areas 
will depend on the areas in the first two tiers. When investment is felt in the first 
areas, these areas will become exponentially more marketable, allowing the HRA to 
take on actions gradually over the length of the plan.  
 
Short Term Expected Completion (1-5 years) 

   Area 2 – Veterans Park Area  
 
Area 5 – Passenger Rail/Transit Oriented Development Area (TOD) 
 
Area 6 – High Performance Computing Center Area 
 
Area 7 – Parsons Paper Redevelopment Site 
 

 
Mid-Term Expected Completion (1-10 Years) 
Area 8 – South Holyoke Area 
 
Area 9 – Cabot Street Gateway Area 
 
Long-Term Expected Completion (1-20 Years) 
Area 1 - Dwight Street Gateway Area 
 
Area 3 - Cabot and Chestnut Streets Area 
  
Area 4 - High Street Area 
 
Area 10 - Riverfront Area along 2nd and 3rd Level Canal   
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This phased approach focuses on the improvements that will be implemented in the 
Project Area, which require the integration of both public and private improvements. 
The public improvements will include roadway reconstruction, utility upgrades, 
streetscape improvements, and traffic improvements. Public funds will also be spent 
to prepare sites for redevelopment and will include actions such as site acquisition, 
relocation costs, building demolition, site assessment, and contamination 
remediation. The private improvements will include site preparation, new building 
construction, parking and loading facilities, landscaping/buffer plantings and 
associated improvements.  
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